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ABSTRACT 
 
In many designs excessive rail voltage drop can negatively impact the performance and, in some 
cases, the functionality of the device. The IR voltage drop or ground bounce can be reduced 
through the proper design of the power grid and by increasing the number of VDD and VSS 
pins.  Determining the feasibility of a power grid design to meet required IR drop specifications 
and determining the correct number of pins may require early analysis, sometime even prior to 
basic design data availability.  To address this feasibility requirement, the methodology 
described in this paper has been developed to perform early voltage drop analysis using Astro-
Rail prior to having a netlist available. 
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1.0  Introduction 
 
In contemporary designs and especially at the submicron arena, one of the biggest challenges 
chip designers face is power distribution.  Voltage drop or ground bounce caused by a poor 
power distribution structure may result in excessive noise in the device or, in some cases, in a 
non-working device. 
 
It is important to be able to perform some sort of analysis at a very early stage of the design in 
order to aid the chip designer in building the correct power distribution structure at the floorplan 
stage of the design.  In addition, such an analysis will help in determining the number of power 
pins needed to achieve the target voltage drop/bounce level.  The earlier this analysis is 
performed, the sooner problems can be identified and solved. 
 
In this paper, a methodology to perform power rail analysis using Astro-Rail at a very early stage 
of the physical design process is outlined. It uses some “worst-case” assumptions to help gauge 
the effectiveness of a given power grid structure.  This methodology can be used at an early 
stage of the design process to provide assistance in deciding on the number of voltage regulators, 
the number of power/ground pins, and in architecting the power distribution plan.  The key 
differentiation of this analysis methodology is that it can be performed prior to having a netlist 
available for analysis. 
 
This methodology was used on a project to assist with determining feasibility of a specific 
technology implementation. 
 
 
2.0 Methodology Steps 
 
The inputs required to perform this analysis are listed below in section 2.1. The methodology 
includes two phases: the early design phase to guide the design process and a final design phase 
to verify that the rail drop/bounce goals have been met. 
 

2.1. Required Inputs 
 
To apply this methodology the following data should be available: 
 
• Standard cell library with synthesis and physical views 
• Astro technology file for the selected process technology 
• Approximate chip dimensions 
• Target clock frequency 
• Power supply voltage specified for the design 
• Approximate power dissipation of the chip 
• Proposed locations for the power (VDD and VSS) source pins on the die floor plan 

 
Note that a gate-level netlist for the design is not required. 
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2.2. Criteria for Creating the Test Case 
 
The first step is to understand the objectives in performing the early analysis.  In the example 
given in this paper, the objectives were to construct a “worst case” scenario to establish 
feasibility of the technology and the ability to construct a power grid that would meet the 
specifications of the design.  This worst case scenario was chosen to concentrate the current 
sinks in a small number of locations as far from the current sources as possible.  We realized 
that the voltage drop determined using this method might be significantly greater than that 
achieved in an actual design; initially, we simply looked at the order of magnitude of the 
result.  Later, as we performed the analysis with the actual netlist for the design, we looked at 
the actual results to determine if the target specification was met. 
 
If a more realistic scenario was desired, one could evenly distribute a greater number of 
current sinks across the entire die.  The more that the actual current sinks are modeled, the 
more accurate the analysis will be.  This method has also been used on other projects to 
demonstrate feasibility of specific power grid structures. 

 
 

2.3. Early Design Analysis Steps 
 
The early design analysis stage has been performed as follows: 
 

a) Set up all standard cell library and Astro technology files.  Use of TLU+ tables will 
enhance accuracy. 

b) Create a “dummy” netlist that has a limited number of standard logic cells (four DFF 
cells were used in our case).  As described in the previous section, the number of cells 
were selected to create a “worst-case” scenario of point power dissipation across the 
die. 

c) Create a die floorplan with a proposed power distribution structure. 
d) Place the standard cells at the “worst-case” power dissipation sink point locations (far 

from the current sources). 
e) Define the location of the power source pins for the VDD and VSS pins in a TAP file 

(a file loaded into Astro-Rail to define the locations of the ideal VDD and VSS 
sources). 

f) Set the switching activity of all the nodes of the design to one half of the clock 
frequency.  Once again, this is a pessimistic assumption. 

g) The power consumption (current sink values) for all of the current sink points (the 
standard cells) in the design are then defined in a file and loaded into Astro-Rail as 
cell power values.  Once again, a worst-case power consumption scenario is used: the 
value for each cell is determined by dividing the total power of the chip by the 
number of cells being used.  This somewhat arbitrary method can be fine-tuned using 
knowledge about the chip and the floorplan.  The value should also be adjusted to 
account for I/O power, hard macro power, or power dissipated in separate power 
domains.  Note that no power analysis is performed; only the cell power defined in 
this step is loaded 
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h) Perform Astro-Rail analysis and study the results.  The scripts in the Appendix show 
the commands used for this analysis. 

i) If the results are not acceptable, fine-tune the power grid structure and the location 
and number of voltage sources.  Iterate through the analysis and fine-tuning process 
as necessary. 

  
This early design analysis is illustrated in the flow diagram found in Figure 1 below.  The 
flow diagram references the scripts used.  These scripts can be found in the Appendix. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Early analysis flow methodology diagram 

 
 

2.4. Final Design Analysis Steps 
 
Once the final design netlist is available, the final analysis stage can be performed as follows: 
 

a) Complete the chip physical implementation using the final power grid structure 
determined in the early analysis phase. 
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b) Update the location of the power source pins for the VDD and VSS pins in the TAP 
file (if the locations have changed from the preliminary analysis). 

c) Keep the same worst case scenario for the switching activity of all the nodes of the 
design as it was in the early stage analysis step (one-half of the clock frequency).  
These switching activity values can be refined through the use of functional 
simulation. 

d) Perform power analysis to calculate the power consumption of all cells in the design. 
e) Perform Astro-Rail analysis and study the results. 
f) If the results are not acceptable, fine-tune the power grid structure and the location 

and number of voltage sources.  Iterate through the analysis and fine-tuning process 
as necessary. 

 
 
3.0 Early Stage Rail Analysis Results  
 
The methodology outlined in section 2 has been applied on a real design project. The following 
figures show the early analysis results for the VDD drop and the VSS bounce.  These results 
were obtained very early in the design process, prior to having RTL or a gate-level netlist. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the VDD drop map found after running the early analysis.  The four flip-flops 
(worst case current sink locations) are distributed along the bottom edge of the die.  The two 
current sources (provided by voltage regulators) are located in the upper two corners.  As 
expected, the worst voltage drop is found at the locations of the two outside flip flops. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: VDD drop map of the early analysis 
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Figure 3 illustrates the VSS bounce map found after running the early analysis.  The four flip-
flops (worst case current sink locations) are distributed along the bottom edge of the die.  The 
two current sources (provided by voltage regulators) are located in the upper two corners.  As 
expected, the worst ground bounce is found at the locations of the two outside flip flops. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: VSS bounce map of the early analysis 
 
At this early stage, the customer used two voltage regulators with two VSS pins. 
 

Astro-Rail analysis results 
Max Voltage Drop (VDD) 100 mV 

Max Ground Bounce (VSS) 120 mV 
 

Table 1: Astro-Rail results for the early design analysis phase 
 
The above results did not meet the target specifications (40 mV) and the design team did not 
believe that the results were within the margin of error of the approximations used to perform the 
analysis.  Therefore, different iterations were attempted until a design of using four voltage 
regulators was determined.  The characteristics of the power grid were customized to better suit 
the distribution of logic and the fixed placement of some parts of the design once this 
information became available.  Once the gate-level netlist was available, this choice was 
validated in Astro-Rail using more traditional rail analysis methods (as described in section 2.4).  
These results are given in the next section. 
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4.0 Final Stage Rail Analysis Results  
 
The following figures show the final analysis results for the VDD drop and the ground bounce.  
These results were obtained on the final database which was released for manufacturing. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the VDD drop map found after running the final analysis.  Since the netlist 
contained the actual gates in the design which were placed uniformly across the die and the four 
voltage regulators are distributed evenly around the I/O ring, the worst voltage drop is found 
nearer the middle. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: VDD drop map of the final analysis 
 
Figure 5 illustrates the VSS bounce map found after running the final analysis.  Since the netlist 
contained the actual gates in the design which were placed uniformly across the die and the VSS 
pins are distributed evenly around the I/O ring, the worst ground bounce is found nearer the 
middle (albeit more towards the bottom half due to the influence of the extra pin on the top 
edge). 
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Figure 5: VSS bounce map of the final analysis 
 
At the final build, the customer used four voltage regulators with 4 VSS pins. 
 

Astro-Rail analysis results 
Max Voltage Drop (VDD) 39.354 mV 

Max Ground Bounce (VSS) 32.69 mV 
 

Table 2: Astro-Rail results for the final design analysis phase 
 
The final power grid consisted of a mix of custom-sized straps ranging from six to twenty 
microns wide.  The total width of the vertical metal in the final grid was approximately 200 
microns for each rail (VDD and VSS).  The total width of the horizontal metal was 
approximately 130 microns for each rail.  This contrasts with the power grid used in the early 
stage analysis of two micron wide straps placed twenty microns apart for a total width of 
approximately 120 microns for each rail (in each direction). 
 
 
5.0 Conclusions and Recommendation 
 
Early stage rail analysis pointed out the need for a different approach to power distribution on 
the die and led to the final design of the power distribution network.  Having this information 
early in the development cycle allowed the project team to make the appropriate decisions 
related to process technology and the die floorplan. 
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6.0 References 
 
Synopsys Astro-Rail User Guide 
 
 
7.0 Appendix 
 
Scripts used to perform Astro-Rail analysis at the early stage of the design and after building the 
final chip. 
 

7.1. pws.tdf 
 
;This Scheme script defines the power supply voltage 
tdfSetPowerSupply "VDD" 2.25 2.5 2.75 
tdfSetPowerSupply "vdd" 2.25 2.5 2.75 
tdfSetPowerSupply "VSS" 0.0 
tdfSetPowerSupply "vss" 0.0 

 
 
7.2. design_nsw.scm 
 
;This Scheme script defines the net switching activity of all 
; the nets in the design 
defineNetSwitchingActivity (geGetEditCell) ".*" 0.30 
defineNetSwitchingActivity (geGetEditCell) "pll_clock*" 0.6 
defineNetSwitchingActivity (geGetEditCell) "pll_clock_enc.*" 0.6 

 
 
7.3. cell_power.scm 
 
;This Scheme script defines the assumed power consumption of the current 
; sink points 
defineCellInstancePowerByMaster (geGetEditCell) "dff1" 3 
defineCellInstancePower (geGetEditCell) "dff1" 30.0 
defineCellInstancePower (geGetEditCell) "dff2" 30.0 
defineCellInstancePower (geGetEditCell) "dff3" 30.0 
defineCellInstancePower (geGetEditCell) "dff4" 30.0 
defineCellInstancePower (geGetEditCell) "P_UABIPLL69_48"  5000000000.0 

 
 
7.4. tap_file.txt 
 
;This file defines the location of the power pins 
VDD 52 307 1204.0 
VDD 50 307 1204.0 
 
VDD 52 308 320 
VDD 50 308 320 
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VDD 52 1467.5 320 
VDD 50 1467.5 320 
 
VDD 52 1467.5 1211.0 
VDD 50 1467.5 1211.0 
 
VSS 48 1467.5 1468 
VSS 48 308    1468 

 
7.5. rail_analysis_pre.scm 
 
;This Scheme script is used to perform the rail analysis pre to the final 
; chip build 
 
;Use tluplus 
atTimingSetup 
atTimingSetupGoto "Parasitics"  
atCmdSetField "Parasitic Model Capacitance Model" "tluplus" 
atCmdSetParaModel  
atTimingSetupHide  
 
 
;;load PWS 
poLoadPowerSupply 
setFormField "Load Power Supply" "TDF File Name" "../rail/pws.tdf" 
formOK "Load Power Supply" 
ataConvertTDF 
 
;; load NSW 
poLoadNetSwitchingInfo 
setFormField "Load Net Switching Activity" "File Name" 
"../rail/design_nsw.scm" 
formOK "Load Net Switching Activity" 
 
;;Since we are loading the cells power no need to load transition times 
;;  ;;load transition time 
;;  poLoadTransitionTime 
;;  setFormField "Load Transition Time" "Purge Power Info Before Loading" 
"0" 
;;  setFormField "Load Transition Time" "Transition Time File" 
"../rail/transition.scm" 
;;  setFormField "Load Transition Time" "Pattern Match" "1" 
;;  formOK "Load Transition Time" 
;;   
 
;; set visibility to properly display the power analysis results 
geWindowOption 
setToggleField "Window Options" "Visible Object" "std / module cell pin 
inst" 1 
setToggleField "Window Options" "Visible Object" "macro cell pin inst" 1 
formApply "Window Options" 
formButton "Window Options" "redraw" 
formOK "Window Options" 
 
;;load PLL cell power 
poPowerAnalysis 
setFormField "Power Analysis" "Load Cell Instance Power Only" "1" 
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setFormField "Power Analysis" "Cell Instance Power Name" 
"../rail/cell_power.scm" 
setFormField "Power Analysis" "Power Model" "General Power Model" 
formOK "Power Analysis" 
 
;; Extract VDD 
poPGExtraction 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "PG Net Name" "VDD" 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "Reuse Old Extraction" "0" 
formOK "PG Net Extraction" 
 
;; Extract VSS 
poPGExtraction 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "PG Net Name" "VSS" 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "Reuse Old Extraction" "0" 
formOK "PG Net Extraction" 
 
 
;; Perform rail analysis 
;;vdd 
poRailAnalysis 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "File Name" "../rail/tap_file.txt" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Extract Net" "Extract Power Net" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Delay Scaling" "Store Current Values" 
formOK "P/G Rail Analysis" 
;gnd 
poRailAnalysis 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Extract Net" "Extract Ground Net" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Delay Scaling" "Combine Previous Values" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "File Name" "../rail/tap_file.txt" 
formOK "P/G Rail Analysis" 
 
;;hide every thing 
geWindowOption 
formButton "Window Options" "allVisOff" 
formApply "Window Options" 
formButton "Window Options" "redraw" 
formOK "Window Options" 
 
;; display vdd drop 
 
poDisplayVoltageDropMap 
formDefault "Voltage Drop Map" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "text visible" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "flash pad" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "Show Legend" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "In blink" "1" 
formOK "Voltage Drop Map" 
 
;;Display gnd bounce 
 
poDisplayVoltageDropMap 
formButton "Voltage Drop Map" "clear" 
formDefault "Voltage Drop Map" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "Rail Analysis Net Name" "VSS" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "flash pad" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "text visible" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "Show Legend" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "In blink" "1" 
formOK "Voltage Drop Map" 
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;############################################################ 
;# End of file 
;############################################################ 

 
 

7.6. rail_analysis_post.scm 
 
;This script is used to perform the rail analysis after building the 
;  final chip 
atCmdSetParaModel  
atTimingSetupHide  
 
 
;;load PWS 
poLoadPowerSupply 
setFormField "Load Power Supply" "TDF File Name" "../rail/pws.tdf" 
formOK "Load Power Supply" 
ataConvertTDF 
 
;; load NSW 
poLoadNetSwitchingInfo 
setFormField "Load Net Switching Activity" "File Name" 
"../rail/design_nsw.scm" 
formOK "Load Net Switching Activity" 
 
geWindowOption 
setToggleField "Window Options" "Visible Object" "std / module cell pin 
inst" 1 
setToggleField "Window Options" "Visible Object" "macro cell pin inst" 1 
formApply "Window Options" 
formButton "Window Options" "redraw" 
formOK "Window Options" 
 
; Perform the power analysis 
poPowerAnalysis 
formDefault "Power Analysis" 
setFormField "Power Analysis" "Power Model" "General Power Model" 
setFormField "Power Analysis" "Pattern Match" "0" 
setFormField "Power Analysis" "Load Cell Instance Power Only" "0" 
formOK "Power Analysis" 
 
;; extract VDD 
poPGExtraction 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "PG Net Name" "VDD" 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "Reuse Old Extraction" "0" 
formOK "PG Net Extraction" 
 
;; extract VSS 
poPGExtraction 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "PG Net Name" "VSS" 
setFormField "PG Net Extraction" "Reuse Old Extraction" "0" 
formOK "PG Net Extraction" 
 
;; Perform rail analysis 
;;vdd 
poRailAnalysis 
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setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "File Name" "../rail/tap_file.txt" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Extract Net" "Extract Power Net" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Delay Scaling" "Store Current Values" 
formOK "P/G Rail Analysis" 
;gnd 
poRailAnalysis 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Extract Net" "Extract Ground Net" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "Delay Scaling" "Combine Previous Values" 
setFormField "P/G Rail Analysis" "File Name" "../rail/tap_file.txt" 
formOK "P/G Rail Analysis" 
 
;;Hide every thing 
geWindowOption 
formButton "Window Options" "allVisOff" 
formApply "Window Options" 
formButton "Window Options" "redraw" 
formOK "Window Options" 
 
;; display vdrop 
 
poDisplayVoltageDropMap 
formDefault "Voltage Drop Map" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "text visible" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "flash pad" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "Show Legend" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "In blink" "1" 
formOK "Voltage Drop Map" 
 
;;Display gnd bounce 
 
poDisplayVoltageDropMap 
formButton "Voltage Drop Map" "clear" 
formDefault "Voltage Drop Map" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "Rail Analysis Net Name" "VSS" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "flash pad" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "text visible" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "Show Legend" "1" 
setFormField "Voltage Drop Map" "In blink" "1" 
formOK "Voltage Drop Map" 
 
 
;############################################################# 
;# End of file 
;############################################################# 

 
 

 


